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Dear Teachers:   
The Arkansas Symphony Orchestra presents American Odyssey this year to Arkansas students.  The 

purpose of integrating the experience into their learning process is to connect the music with their 

everyday life.  These materials provided will allow you to integrate the concert experience with what 

you are teaching in your classroom.  (These materials are not just for the Music Teacher!) 
 

ABOUT THE CONTENT:  The American Odyssey is a journey of immigrants who arrived at America’s 

shores and the music and rhythms they brought with them.  Their customs and cultures met with  new 

customs and cultures, evolved, adapted and have been woven to create a unique American fabric.     
 

Music has been a mode of expression for centuries as it remains today.  Music has changed in style and 

format, but a human’s basic need for expression has not changed.  Students can learn how music is a 

reflection of a culture, a moment in history, or a need for entertainment or serious contemplation.     
 

ABOUT THE MATERIALS:  Each teacher receives a Teacher’s Guide that contains a Listening 

Preparation (found in purple bordered boxes) and various activities that link the music experience into 

the classroom lesson plans.   Each student receives a Student Journal for you to distribute to the 

students.  You may wish to collect them between usage if that seems appropriate.   
 

BEFORE THE CONCERT: 

1)  Prepare the students in advance of the concert by completing the Listening Preparation 

exercise for each work.  Some of the works are long, so you might play a portion each day.  

Playing the piece at two different times provides reinforcement and recognition.  The 

preparation for serious music is similar to teaching a child to swim before jumping in the pool. 

2) Discuss appropriate etiquette (Music, Dance or Social Studies teacher) – Some teachers have  

given a grade for conduct.  The music teacher can review information about the instruments, the 

conductor and about conducting.  (P.6.3-4.1)  

3) The Social Studies teacher can review “What is an Odyssey?” and complete the exercise.  

Afterwards, the Music teacher can review the page about a musical odyssey and conducting.  
 

IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE CONCERT:  Have the students complete the “After the Concert” writing 

exercise on page 35 of the Student Journal.  Please send us a sample of their work.  (R.7.3-4.2-3) 
 

DURING THE YEAR:  Plan with other curriculum teachers when each piece or unit should be covered.  

Some projects may be done together in collaboration.  It is not necessary to complete all the 

activities prior to the concert.   There are additional worksheets (www.symphonyguild.org) and a 

distributed CD to support classroom activities.  Play the music during activities for reinforcement. 
 

In all cases, the Music and Art teachers can reinforce the teaching by the curriculum teacher by 

completing the suggested music or art activities at the time the material is being covered in the 

classroom.   The librarian can create a display of books about the sections being covered. 
 

These materials have been prepared by volunteers and teachers under the auspices of the Hot 

Springs/Hot Springs Village Symphony Guild and in collaboration with Arkansas Learning Through The 

Arts.  The materials are copyrighted but may be used and copied for non-commercial and educational 

purposes.  In-service training can be scheduled for teachers to facilitate the incorporation and 

integration of the materials into the lesson plans.    
 

For further information, contact either: 

Martha Smither, HS/HSV Symphony Guild  Barbara Burroughs, ASO Education Director 

P.O. Box 8354, HSV 71909, 501-922-2743. P.O. Box 7328, Little Rock 72217  501-666-1761 

http://www.symphonyguild.org/
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Evolution of “American” music 
(not meant to include all kinds) 

 

American “roots music” reflects America’s story, reflecting our history and cultural 

identity in its songs.  The music reflects essential American values: freedom, democracy 

and diversity.  It is the connection between “being an immigrant” and the process of 

“becoming an American.”  Nothing expresses the tensions and triumphs of the immigrant 

journey like music.   “Roots music” is America’s sound.  “Roots music” is a relatively new 

phrase that describes all music that has grown out of older folk traditions.  It is sacred 

and secular, rural and urban, acoustic and electric, simple and complex, old and new.  
 

Early American “roots music” came from two groups:  immigrants from the British Isles 

and slaves from West/Central Africa.  These music traditions blended to create a variety 

of “roots music,” including folk ballads, country, blues and gospel.  New waves of 

immigrants came to America adding their music traditions to the mix, both traditional 

classical and folk tunes.  Eventually, “roots music” would evolve into American popular 

music: jazz, bluegrass, rhythm and blues, rock and roll, rap and more. 
 

American Indian music:  The music first created in the Americas was probably a sacred 

song.  For the Native Americans, it was first the chant of a human voice, the pulse of a 

drum.   Music was communication with the Creator.  In several Native American languages 

“to sing” is “to pray.”   Typical drum beats and rhythm can be heard in the Mov.t 1 of the 

New World Symphony by Dvorak.   The heart of the music is the “pow-wow,” a gathering of 

American Indians to celebrate pride and culture.  The word “pow-wow” originally referred 

to healing ceremonies.  Later, it meant a secular event with singing and dancing; then, it 

became a gathering of Indian nations. 
 

Traditional Hymns:  Early settlers coming from Europe arrived because of religious 

persecution.  They brought hymns and songs that were steeped in their Protestant 

tradition.  The first book published in the English colonies was the Bay Psalm Book (1640), 

a collection of psalms in a rhythmic verse that could be sung to familiar melodies.   
 

Negro Spirituals:  Enslaved Africans were first brought to North America in 1619 from 

West and Central Africa where music was the center of communication and expression.  

They worked to maintain their musical tradition: the use of drums and other percussion 

instruments for both sacred and secular expression.  Negro spirituals evolved in the 1700’s 

and early 1800’s when Protestant missionaries attempted to convert the slaves to 

Christianity and taught them the traditional Protestant hymns.  The slaves created their 

own songs which were sung with deep emotional intensity; spirituals cried out with the pain 

of slavery and the hope of freedom.  When the Underground Railway developed to help 

slaves escape to freedom, the slaves created a code language in the spirituals that the 

whites could not understand, so their chance of escape was increased.   
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Blues: This vocal and instrumental form of music is based on the use of the blue (black) 

notes and emerged in African-American communities from spirituals, work songs, field 

hollers, shouts and chants, and simple, rhymed narrative ballads. The use of blue notes and 

the prominence of call-and-response patterns in the music and lyrics are indicative of 

African influence. The blues influenced later popular music such as jazz, rhythm and blues, 

rock and roll, bluegrass, hip-hop, and other popular music forms. 
 

Folk Music:  Immigrants brought their folk melodies from home which then became part 

of the American musical fabric.  In the 1900s, folk music was adopted as a means of 

speaking out for justice, starting in the 1930s labor movement defending the rights of 

workers.  Woody Guthrie created new folk songs, sounding as ‘old as the hills’ and carrying 

a message of social change. 
 

Ragtime: This is so-called because of its contrasting ragged time or syncopation with 

irregular accents of melody going against the regular accents of the beat, like a hiccup.  

Deriving from African rhythms, the music evolved when it was brought to the South. Scott 

Joplin made it more popular and introduced it to Vaudeville shows in 1896.  Syncopation 

introduced tension into the music, creating a sense of activity and conflict.  It was jagged 

and pulsating music which became a unique, entirely modern, indigenous American sound.  
 

Vaudeville: This was a uniquely American variety show derived from the concert saloons, 

minstrels, freak shows, dime museums, and literary burlesque which were popular from the 

1880s until the early 1930s.  A show was a series of separate, unrelated acts, such as 

musicians of all kinds, dancers, comedians, trained animals, magicians, female and male 

impersonators, acrobats, scenes from plays, athletes, lecturing celebrities, minstrel acts, 

and short movies.  
 

Bluegrass: This is a sub-genre of country music with roots in Irish, Scottish and English 

traditional music inspired by the music of immigrants particularly in Appalachia. 

Contrasting old-time music, each instrument plays the melody and improvises around it, 

while the others revert to accompanying the melody.   Originally, only acoustic instruments 

were used to play bluegrass music. 
 

Broadway Show Musicals: Theatre started in New York in the 1840s with P.T. Barnum in 

lower Manhattan; the first play with music was in the 1850s.  It was one of those plays 

touring in Washington, D.C., that Abraham Lincoln saw at the Ford Theatre where he was 

assassinated.  Shows moved to the Broadway/Times Square area because of cheaper real 

estate in the early 1900s.  
 

American Classical: Classical or serious music played in America was largely by European 

composers until the early 1900s.  Most musicians and immigrants were steeped in the 

European tradition but were ready for the new sounds of America.   So American classical 

music has its source in the European instruments and composition, but today’s composers  

draw their inspiration from many different kinds of “roots music.”  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vocal_music
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_note
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_note
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/African-American
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiritual_%28music%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_holler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_holler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ballad
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_and_response_%28music%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Africa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Popular_music
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jazz
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhythm_and_blues
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_and_roll
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluegrass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hip_hop_music
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Popular_music
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variety_show
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concert_saloon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minstrel_show
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freak_show
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dime_museum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burlesque
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1880s
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1930s
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musician
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dancer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comedian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_training
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magician_%28illusion%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acrobats
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sportsperson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Celebrities
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minstrels
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Film
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Country_music
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_music_of_Ireland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_of_Scotland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_Music_of_England
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immigration_to_the_United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Appalachia
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The Beginnings of America  
 

This section deals with immigration to the Americas, the influence the immigrants had in 

developing an American culture, American symbols, flags, patriotism and traditions as well as the 

varied geography of this land.    There are three Lesson Planning Guides that can be used to weave 

these materials into the classroom lesson plans.  Other activities that do not fit directly into those 

guides, can be found with each work following the Listening Preparation.   
 

POLITICAL MAP OF THE UNITED STATES AND CENTRAL AMERICA 

 

What U.S. states have as a border: 

      the Pacific Ocean?  ________________, _________________ and ________________ 

      the Gulf of Mexico? ___________, __________, _________, _________ and ________ 

      the Great Lakes?   ___________, __________, __________, __________, __________ 

                                   __________, _________ and __________ 
 

The Tropic of Cancer goes through what countries?  __________, __________ and ________ 
 

What country forms the northern border? ____________the southern border? ___________ 
 
 

Using your ruler and the legend, determine the distance between Little Rock and: 

     Mexico City ___________  Washington D.C.  ___________ and Ottawa _________ 
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America the Beautiful 
By Samuel A. Ward – Lyrics by Katharine Lee Bates 

 
ABOUT THE COMPOSER, LYRICIST AND MUSICAL WORK:   (from Wikipedia) 

Bates originally wrote the words as a poem, "Pike’s Peak", first published in the Fourth of July edition of the 

church periodical The Congregationalist in 1895. At that time, the poem was titled "America" for publication.   

It was inspired by her trip on the mountain at which point the words of the poem started to come to her, and 

she wrote them down upon returning to her room at the original Antlers Hotel in Colorado Springs.   It 

quickly caught the public's fancy. Amended versions were published in 1904 and 1911. 
 

Samuel A. Ward, church organist and choirmaster, had originally written the music, "Materna", for the hymn 

"O Mother dear, Jerusalem" in 1882, though it was not first published until 1892.[1]  Just as Bates had been 

inspired to write her poem, Ward, too, was inspired to compose his tune. The tune came to him while he was 

on a ferryboat trip from Coney Island back to his home in New York City, after a leisurely summer day in 

1882, and he immediately wrote it down. He was so anxious to capture the tune in his head, he asked fellow 

passenger friend Harry Martin for his shirt cuff to write the tune on. 
 

On YouTube, search for a video ‘Songs of America – America the Beautiful’ by Cibertracker Imperium, 

performed by young people.  The video has photographs for each line of the 4 verses reflecting the phrases.   

On each photo are the words for the song, making it an easy sing-a-long.   The group also has videos of other 

patriotic songs, including Yankee Doodle, Battle Hymn of the Republic and the Star-Spangled Banner. 
 

 

POETRY CONNECTION 

Have students discuss the poem and its meaning.   Suggested prompts for discussion: 

 What was this poem about?  What is the meaning of each phrase? 

 What was the mood of the poem?  (happy, sad, enthusiastic, patriotic, etc.) 

 Do they have the same perspective as the lyricist?  What is their opinion of the hymn? 

 How are the poem and the music alike?  How are they different from each other? 

 What is the rhyming structure of the poem? 

 

Suggested activities include:   1) Students read (and record) the poem together with expression and then 

sing-along with the YouTube version.  2) Students write their own poem in a structure to sing to this or 

another tune.  For instance, they could adapt this poem to “Arkansas, The Beautiful” and have the words 

address the beauty and people of Arkansas.  They may do this in groups or individually.  If in groups, have 

them sing the song with their words for the class or have the whole class sing one version together.   3) 

Students illustrate the phrases of their song with paintings or photographs (original or by others). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

FURTHER CONNECTIONS TO THE CURRICULUM:   See Lesson Planning Guide for the Essential 
Questions:   How Do We Express Civic Responsibility As A Citizen? and What Different Land Forms And Ecosystems Are 
Described In These Works And How Might They Affect The People That Live There? 

 

REFERENCES TO THE ARKANSAS STATE CURRICULUM STANDARDS 
Language Arts: RL.3.1,4,7, RL.4-6.2.4-6,  RI.3.1,6  RF.3-5.4  W.3-5.1, SL.3-4.1, SL.3.5,  L3-6.4.D, RH.6.6    Social Studies: C.2.3-4.1   

Music:  C.2.3-4.1, P.4.3-4.2,4, P.5.3-4.1,  P6.3-4.2, R.8.3-6.1, CN.11.3-6.1  Art:  CR.2.3-4.1, CN.10.3-6.1 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourth_of_July
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antlers_Hilton_Hotel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/O_Mother_dear,_Jerusalem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/America_the_Beautiful#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coney_Island
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HoeDown from Rodeo Suite 

by Aaron Copland 
 

Who Wrote the Music?   Read about the composer in the Student Journal.  When Copland returned from 

his studies in Europe, he found that the United States gave him something he was not always aware of – a 

broad, imaginative landscape of expression – and that it combined well with his elegant European experience.  

His style was expressive while using the fewest notes possible to convey his meaning.  He wanted his works 

to reach out to people who didn’t traditionally go in for classical or modern music so his themes were 

straightforward and appealing to the listener. 
 

His works soon brought him recognition, and he went on to compose in all styles of music – from symphonies 

to film music – from ballets to chamber music – including Appalachian Spring, The Heiress (film),  Billy the 

Kid (ballet suite), Lincoln Portrait and the well-known Fanfare for the Common Man which was the theme for 

the 1976 Montreal Olympics.   
 

What is the Music About? In 1942 choreographer Agnes de Mille asked Copland to compose a score for the 

ballet Rodeo.  It premiered at the Metropolitan Opera House that year and was loved by the audience, as the 

performance received twenty–two curtain calls.   
 

Copland later arranged the music as a symphonic suite for orchestra titled Four Dance Episodes from Rodeo, 

which consisted of removing “Ranch House Party.”   With the middle section removed, the composition 

resembled the symphonic form with an ambitious opening movement, slow movement, minuet and finale.  The 

story of each section of the ballet is on the CD; the music is on the DVD.  Tell the story of the ballet or 

hand out the story to the students.  Then complete the Listening Preparation for HoeDown.  If you have 

time, play each movement as you tell the story.   
 

 

Listening Preparation:  Tell the story of Rodeo.  Explain the listening map for HoeDown and listen together.   

(Practice listening to the music yourself in advance so that you can point at the symbols as the music plays.)  

(P.4.3.2)  Following the map and the times:   Move from the bottom left corner of the map to and around the 

dance floor pathway, ending in the barn at the upper left corner of the map.   
 

 Pictures of dancing couples, alphabet letters and symbols help identify the sections which have been highlighted 

in red 

 Each star, stair-step shape, and spur represents 8 beats, as shown by the number of points on the symbol.  Small 

horseshoes have 4 beats; large horseshoes have 6 beats and an uneven or jagged sound. 

 Note the tempo markings – ritard is to slow down and a tempo is at an earlier pace.  
 

00:00 to 00:12   Introduction  ~ First star (with 8 beats for each point) announces the fanfare which is  

                          symbolized by the 19 beats or arrows on the lasso.  The fanfare ends with the 8 beats of the  

                          second star  

00:13 to 00:36    The horses (horseshoes) clop into the corral; the smaller horseshoes have 4 nails, and the  

                            larger horseshoe has 6 nails which sounds jagged. 

00:37 to 01:27    Theme A  ~  This is a bright, dancing section represented by a dark grey star.  The last  

                                                star is lighter to signal a transition is occurring. 

01:27 to 01:52     Theme B  ~   The shape is light grey,  being a slower and quieter theme.   

01:52 to 02:10     It turns darker when the mood becomes brighter and louder. 

02:11 to 02:31     Interlude ~ a brief pause in the action – what’s happening, romance maybe? 

02:38 to 02:59    Return of Theme A  ~ lively, dark grey stars return as the happy couple dances away. 

03:00 to 03:10    Coda ~ dynamic finish to the piece, ending with three accented drum beats.      
 

Listen to the piece a second time and discuss what instruments they hear.    How does the mood of the piece 

change as different instruments are used and it moves from one section to another? 
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Have the students fill in the blanks on ‘Name the Instruments’ on the Listening Map.  

(P.4.4.1)   Answers:  (1) piano (percussion)  (2) oboe (woodwind) (3) bass drum (percussion)  (4) snare drum 

(percussion)  (5) violin (string)    (6) trombone (brass)   (7) trumpet (brass).   Have them name to which family 

of the orchestra they belong.   Refer to Orchestra layout on page 2 of their journal.  Which instruments in 

this piece are not pictured in the layout?  piano, block, snare drum and the xylophone. 
 

 

 

Student Journal refers to a YouTube video – search for Leonard Bernstein – Topic. 
 

Suggested Activities: G.8.3.1-3, G.8.4.2 

1) Social Studies and Geography:  What is a rodeo?  The origin of the rodeo is traceable back to early 1700’s 

when the Spanish ruled the West.  The ranchers (known as vasqueros) brought their skills with them from Spain.   They 

had a strong influence on the American cowboy, many of whom had not come from countries with ranching experience.   

They picked up the skills of roping, horse breaking, riding, herding and branding that were necessary for a successful 

ranch.  The ranchers had to take their cattle to market and did so by organizing long cattle drives to Kansas City and 

Chicago.   At the end of the trail rides, the cowboys would often hold informal competitions to see who had the best 

skills.   This was the beginning of the modern rodeo which has truly developed into a sport. Show students the map of 

cattle drives on the CD and compare to the topographical map in the Student Journal, page 13.  Discuss the 

role of geographical boundaries, placement of rivers and railway lines.  Have them determine the distance of 

a couple of the drives and estimate how long it would take for a drive to reach its destination, 15-25 miles 

depending on the trail and the weather.   See www.learnaboutag.org/matrix/lessonplan_print.cfm?lpid=268 

for more information. 
 

Tell students about how cowboys show off their riding and roping skills – for each other and potentially 

prizes, but probably for their women friends as well. How might it have been different 150 years ago and 

today?  When rodeos first began, it was a form of relaxation and letting off steam.  Then at the end of the day, the 

cowboys cleaned off all the dust, put their best shirts and kerchiefs on, and gathered for a hoedown, where they danced 

into the evening with these very same women friends. Have any students attended a real rodeo?  Have them share 

the experience with the class.    Students can create a story based on what they think might happen at the 

hoedown. Ask them to draw a picture to depict a scene in their story.    This might be a possible story for 

multimedia lesson planning guide. 
 

2)  Social Studies/Science:  (G.1.4.3, G.1.5-6.4, G.1.5.7, G.1.5.8, G.1.6.10)  Have the students: 

complete the questions below the topographical map on page 15 in the Student Journal,   

explain why the river systems of the Midwest were critical to the farmers and ranchers,  

notice the latitude of various states, and     

point out the places where state boundaries follow either the mountain ranges or rivers. 
 

(H.6.4.19) Discuss the characteristics of the geography and ecosystem that made it suitable for raising cattle 

and herding them to market.  How might this have contributed to Westward Expansion?  It was open plains, 

and a rancher could own hundreds of acres to support the cattle.  In certain areas, there was an abundance of water.  At 

the time, there were still grasslands on which the cattle would feed.  The cowboys could herd the cattle to market 

because settlements were few and barbed wire fences did not exist at the beginning.   The original market destination 

was Chicago at first and then regional cities developed after the transatlantic railway was completed, opening new 

markets.  There was a lot of opportunity for people to make their lives better.  Why was it necessary to brand 

cattle?  Without fences, ranchers could not otherwise identify their cattle, especially after starting on a trail drive.  

What were some of the hazards to ranching?  Lack of water, predatory animals, predatory neighbors and severely 

hot and cold temperatures.   
  
FURTHER CONNECTIONS TO THE CURRICULUM: Lesson Planning Guides -- Essential Questions:   How Have 

Immigrants Influenced American Culture?  What Different Land Forms And Ecosystems Are Described In These Works And How Might They 
Affect The People That Live There? 

http://www.learnaboutag.org/matrix/lessonplan_print.cfm?lpid=268
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CLOUDBURST  (Movement 5) from GRAND CANYON SUITE 

by Ferdinand Grofé 
 

WHO WROTE THE MUSIC?    Ferdinand Grofé was one of the early Americans to write uniquely American 

music.  He grew up with musical parents, and in fact they were from four generations of classically trained 

musicians. Read the Student Journal. 
 

His most successful time was with the Paul Whiteman Orchestra at which he became the Chief Arranger.  He 

completed a much-loved orchestral arrangement of George Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue.   Audiences started 

to pay attention to his work which most often had American themes, such as Hollywood, Knute Rockne and 

Henry Ford.   He died when he was 80.    In 1997, the U.S. Postal Service honored him with a stamp. 
 

WHAT IS THE MUSIC ABOUT?     Paul Whiteman asked Grofé to write a new and modern work.  He 

started the Grand Canyon Suite in 1929, remembering his visit there in 1916.  He completed all five 

movements only two years later.   He titled it Five Pictures of the Grand Canyon, but it gained its current 

name soon after its highly successful premiere in 1931 by the Paul Whiteman Orchestra. 
 

The original score included these notes on the music, but they were not written by Grofé: 
 

   Sunrise:  “Early morning on the desert.  The sun rises slowly, spattering the darkness with the rich colors  

    of dawn . . . from beyond the horizon a brilliant spray of colors announces the full break of day.” 

   Painted Desert:  “The desert is silent and mysterious, yet beautiful.  As the bright rays of the sun are  

    reflected against majestic crags and spread across the sands in varying hues, the entire scene appears as  

    a canvas thick with the pigments of nature’s own blending.” 

  On the Trail:  “A traveler and his burro are descending the trail.  The sharp hoof beats of the animal form  

    an unusual rhythmic background for the cowboy’s song.  The sounds of a waterfall tells them of a nearby  

    oasis.  A lone cabin is sighted, and as they near it a music box is heard.  The traveler stops at the cabin  

    for refreshment.  Now fully rested, the traveler journeys forward at a livelier pace.  The movement ends  

    as man and burro disappear in the distance.”  

    Sunset:  “Now the shades of night sweep over the golden hues of day.  As evening envelops the desert in a  

    cloak of darkness, there is a suggestion of animal calls coming from the distant rim of the canyon.” 

   Cloudburst:  “We hear the approach of the storm.  Lightning flashes across the sky and thunder roars  

    from the darkness.  The torrent of rain reaches its height in a cloudburst, but the storm disappears  

    rapidly and the moon comes from behind clouds.  Nature again rejoices in all its grandeur.” 
 

 

 

Listening Preparation:   Discuss going on a trip and finding a spectacular surprise in the scenery.  Have them 

close their eyes and imagine what might be happening the first time you play the music.    Have them decide 

how many scenes they heard.  What happened in each scene?  How did the change in dynamics support the 

story?  (P.5.3-4.1) 
 

The second time the piece is played (probably another day), have the students look at the Listening Map on 

page 19 in the Student Journal.  The minutes:seconds are noted on the Listening Map to help follow where 

you are in the music.   Have them describe what they see after seeing the listening map.   Did they visualize a 

different scene?   Note that the melody at the beginning repeats itself at the end.  What might that mean? 

(returning to a non-stormy time setting)  Review the music symbols at the bottom of the listening map. 
(P5.3-4.2) 
 

 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES – Go to the National Park Service (www.nps.gov) for further information. 
 

1) Science: (ESS.8.4.7) Clouds:  Review the different kinds of clouds:  cirrus, cumulus, stratus, cirrocumulus, 

cirrostratus, cumulonimbus.  A cloudburst contains which type(s) of clouds? 
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Discuss how thunderstorms form and what role they play in the water cycle.  Review the role of 

precipitation, evaporation and condensation.  (ESS.8.4.8)  Have the students compare the pictures of the 

Grand Canyon on page 15 of the Student Journal and identify which clouds are present.   
 

What are common elements of the photograph and the painting?  What are differences?   Have students 

research obvious common elements of and differences between the Grand Canyon and the so-called ‘Arkansas 

Grand Canyon’ (on scenic highway 7 near Cliff House), including the kinds of rock and earth movement that 

created them.  (ESS9.4.1, ESS.8.6.1, ESS.8.6.8-10)   Some environmental issues are from natural causes, such as 

weathering and erosion.  What effects have chemical and mechanical weathering had on the canyon? 
 

2)  Art:  (R.7.3-4.3, R.8-9.3-4.1, R.7.5-6.1)  Compare the photograph and the painting. What might have been 

Thomas Moran’s purpose in painting the Grand Canyon?  Have the students analyze the two works for 

perspective, movement and proportion or other defined criteria, e.g.  identify the center of interest. 
 

3)  Science: (ESS8.5.6, ESS.8.4-5.7, ESS.8.5.8-9, ESS.8.5.11, ESS.8.5.13, ESS.8.6.8, ESS.9.4.1) Discuss plate 

tectonics and the formation of the Grand Canyon.   Have them compare it to the so-called Arkansas Grand 

Canyon.   Explore the following questions: 

How might the rock cycle have taken place in the Grand Canyon?    

What effect did heat, pressure and compaction have on its formation?     

What are the major types of rocks and rock formations found in the Grand Canyon and in Arkansas?   

       Which are the most likely to be found in a canyon?    

What might be the effect of acid rain on limestone and marble, commonly found in Arkansas?   

Have the students complete the crossword puzzle – The Rock Formation Cycle, page 16, Student Journal. 
 

4) Science:  (LS.4.4-5.1, LS.4.4.2, LS.4.5.4-5,14,16, LS.4.6.1) Discuss the Kaibab plateau which is the flat part of 

the Grand Canyon and on the North Rim.    In what ways is this a different ecosystem than other areas of 

the Grand Canyon?  What animals are unique to the Kaibab plateau?  Kaibab squirrels and stellar jays 
 

The plateau is overrun with deer since deer hunting is banned.   There is now an over-population of deer.  

What might have caused that problem? Disappearance of predators caused by hunting.  Why is this not good 

for the ecosystem?  They are eating all the natural resources.  Why is it not good for the deer?  They are 

starving. 
 

(LS.4.5.5)   What Native American Indians live in and around the Grand Canyon? Havasu live near Havasu 

waterfalls on the bottom of the canyon and still own parts of the valley.    How might the ecosystem affect 

how they live and vice versa?   
 

(ESS.8.4.2, ESS.9.3.1, G.9.5-6.1)  The flow of the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon is controlled by 

the Glen Canyon Dam that cause repercussions because of changes caused by colder water, i.e. a decrease in 

the sediment load and fewer seasonal changes.  Due to the dam, the six million year old natural process of 

dredging the canyon by the Colorado River can no longer occur. These environmental changes may have a 

drastic impact on the water supply for the entire southwestern United States in the near future, making this 

an issue that affects millions of Americans.   See www.PBS.org for national park information and lesson plans.    
 

For 5th and 6th grade, have students compare the effects of this situation to the effects of other human-

generated changes in the eras they are studying. 
 

8)  Math:  (3.OA.C.7, 3.MD.B.4, 4.NF.B.4,  4.MD.A.2, 5.NBT.B.7, 5.NF.B.3, 6.NS.B.3)  Have the students answer the 

word problems about the map on page 16 in the Student Journal.  
 

 

 

FURTHER CONNECTIONS TO THE CURRICULUM: Lesson Planning Guides -- Essential Questions:   What Different 
Land Forms and Ecosystems Are Described In These Works and How Might They Affect The People That Live There?  How Are 
Stories Told In The 21st Century? 
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STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER 

By John Philip Sousa 
 

Who Wrote the Music? See the Student Journal (page 18) for his early life.  In 1892, Sousa started his 

own band which gave concerts in Europe and in the U.S.   They performed in Hot Springs in 1906, 1908 and 

1924 in a theater across from the Convention Center.  During World War I, he re-enlisted at age 61 and 

conducted the Navy band for $1.00 a month.  Afterwards, he returned to his own band. 
 

During his life, John Philip Sousa composed at least 135 marches, 9 operettas, several waltzes, and dozens of 

other types of music. His marches were so popular, he became known in America as “The March King.” The big 

instrument that wraps around the players shoulder and is seen high above the band is a tuba that Sousa 

designed for marching bands. It’s called a Sousaphone.  The Stars and Stripes is last music he conducted. 

  

Why Was the Music Written? Stars and Stripes Forever is probably the most well-known march in the 

world. The idea for it came to Sousa in November 1896, while aboard the steamship Teutonic returning to 

the United States from Italy.  Sousa wrote this in his autobiography: “As I paced the deck I suddenly began 

to sense the rhythmic beat of a band playing within my brain. That imaginary band continued to play the same 

themes, echoing and re-echoing the most distinct melody.”   It is the official march of the United States.    

The last 32 measures of the march is called the Grandioso and is played after Ruffles and Flourishes to 

honor senior civilian government officials at ceremonial events.  
 

Why Were Marches Written?   The origins of musical marches derive from the military, probably before 

the Gunpowder Age.  Turkish armies used marches to motivate the troops to move at a certain pace, assuring 

that each day, a certain distance would have been accomplished.   Marches also communicated orders when 

communication was not possible.    
 

Marches came to Western Europe when the Turks overran Western Europe and formed the Ottoman Empire. 

Later, the fife and snare drum motivated soldiers during the American Revolution and Napoleon determined 

how to move his armies faster ~~ by playing faster marches. 
 

By late-1800’s, marches were largely played in ceremonial settings, such as funerals, weddings, coronations.  

John Philip Sousa renewed the popularity of marches in the U.S. where communities developed their own 

bands for events, holidays and now, football games. 
 
 

Listening Preparation: Discuss marches and marching music as a form of work song.  March music makes 

marchers less tired and walking in an even rhythmic step.   What is a march?  ~~  walking in a military manner 

with a regular measured tread and a piece of music with a strong regular rhythm, played at the marching 

speed of 60 steps to the minute.   
 

(CN.11.3-4.2)  Play the Stars and Stripes Forever for the students.  Now play it again, showing the students how 

to step in place to the beat of the music (while they are still sitting in their desks).     Then, let them stand 

by their desk and march in place to the music.  You do not need to play the entire march to give the students 

the idea of the march.   
 

Play the music again and let them actually march around the room to the beat of the music.  (While 

recognizing this can be a rowdy classroom activity, what better way to experience the march!)   Time them 

for a minute and determine whether the orchestra on the CD is playing at sixty steps per minute. 
 

Now that they have heard the pieces a couple of times, have them listen one more time so they can answer 

the questions in the Listening Worksheet (page 19 in the Student Journal).  This activity will prompt them to 

listen more carefully.   
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Answers: 1) quieter, more melodic, 2) the piccolo plays above the theme, 3) the theme is the loud ending, 4) 

Theme 3, first time 5) Theme 2, 1st time and Theme 3, 1st and 2nd time, and 6) Theme 4. 

 
 

 

Suggested Activities:   

1) Music:  (CR.1.3-4.2, R.8.5-6.1) Discuss the tempo and signature of marches (4/4 or 2/2).   Explain what Ruffles 

and Flourishes are in relation to the march.   (Ruffles are played on drums and flourishes are played on 

bugles. For example, the President of the United States receives four ruffles and flourishes before Hail to 

the Chief.) 
 

2)  Social Studies:  (C.2.3-6.2)  Review the rules for the Presentation of the Colors (below) to your class.  

Borrow flags from your school to let the students practice.  There are also rules that govern the handling of 

the flag and the etiquette for showing respect to the flag.  These rules are in a worksheet on the CD. 
 

3) Social Studies, Math and Art: (C.5.5.6, C.5.6.5, 3MD.D.8, 3.G.1, 4.GA.1-3, 3.NF.1) Have students select a country and 

research and draw its flag:  describe symbology, label meaning of differents parts, describe the geometric 

shapes and present to the class.  Create a display of the different flags.  Have each student present his/her 

flag to the class.  {Research sites www.usflag.org, www.usa-flag-site.org, and www.symbol.net/flags which 

have many flags, their description of what the flag means and a brief history.     
 

4) Nautical flags and their meanings can be found in Wikipedia.  The website www.flagline.com/nautical.php 

will translate any word or phrase up to 14 letters into nautical signal flags.  These nautical flag signals form 

the words: 

 
 

distress  

 

 

  school 

 

 
Have students construct a word (their name or school name) in nautical flags.  Have them assign a fraction to 

the parts of each flag and/or  (4.NF.B.4)  identify the shapes in the flags and/or determine the area and 

perimeter of the object.  (3-4.G.A.1-2, 5.G.B.4, 6.G.A.1)  

 

5.      (C.2.3-6.1)  Have the students each select a different Arkansas state 

or national symbol, patriotic song or motto and have them research their 

origin and meaning.   As time permits, have students share their findings 

with the class.   They can create a single page that shows the selection 

(which they have drawn or found artwork) at the top and then the origin 

and meaning at the bottom.   These can either be displayed on a bulletin or 

made into a book or slideshow.  

 

FURTHER CONNECTIONS TO THE CURRICULUM: Lesson Planning Guides 

-- Essential Questions:   How Do We Express Civic Responsibility As A Citizen? and How 
Did Cultures Of The Past Use Technology To Communicate? 

 

 

 

 

Origin __________________ 

Meaning ________________ 

When adopted or written? 

________________________ 

 

http://www.usflag.org/
http://www.usa-flag-site.org/
http://www.symbol.net/flags
http://www.flagline.com/nautical.php
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Growth of the Black Culture in America 
 

Read the related section in the Student Journal on page 20.  The language of slaves started evolving in 

Africa when people from many tribes tried to communicate.   They developed their own auxiliary language or 

pidgin language which became very useful upon their arrival in America.   The pidgin changed with the 

assimilation of English words into what has been called “slave speak.”   One that emerged is called ‘Gullah’ and 

is found primarily on the South Carolina coast where rice was grown.  Many of the slaves were from the west 

coast of Africa known as the Rice Coast so they already had skills in rice cultivation and tidal irrigation. 
(Arkansas Anchor Standards for Information Reading -- 1, 2, 3, 4, 6) 
 

Suggested Activities:   

1) Literacy/Math:  Introduce the Gullah language and customs – see information on the Gullahs and their 

language at www.yale.edu/glc/gullah and www.knowitall.org (select “Gullah Net and Wikipedia. for more in-

depth information.  There is a Gullah worksheet with examples of Gullah words and recipes on the CD.   Have 

the students ‘translate’ the phrases below and discuss the meaning of the phrase, literally and figuratively.    

Work with the Math teacher to make the Gullah recipes for hoecakes and banana pancakes in larger 

proportions.  (3.NF.A.1, 4-5.NF.B.4) The recipes and phrases are from The Ultimate Gullah Cookbook.   These are 

recipes by Rebecca Jane Grant, 92 years old when the cookbook was published. 
 

2)   Literacy and Social Studies: (H.12.3-4.4, H.12.5.5-7, SL.3-6.1) Discuss how one can communicate without using 

words which was necessary on plantations where slaves were often forbidden to talk.   But communicating 

without words or through codes (sometimes secret) has been important to many cultures for a variety of 

reasons.    Have students research in small groups and report back methods of non-verbal communication, 

including how they work, time period and circumstance.  Lead a discussion on similarities and differences.  
 

Indians –   smoke signals (www.indians.org), dancing (www.ani-kutani.com), drums (www.powwow-power.com), 

Anasazi paintings (www.nationalgeographic.com/xpeditions for lesson plans) 

Deaf – American sign language (www.lifeprint.com) 

Slaves – singing spirituals with code word meanings, body rhythms, tap dancing 

 (www.osblackhistory.com) 

Soldiers in WWII– Navajo Code Talkers (www.navajocodetalkers.org)  

Sailors – semaphore flags (www.sacdelta.com, www.themeter.net, www.flagexpressions.wordpress.com) 

Early electronic media – Morse Code  (www.learnmorsecode.com interactive) 

Viet Nam War POWs – The Tap Code  (www.pbs.org) 

Symbols of many origins – (www.symbol.net) 
 

2)   Work songs have been a part of many cultures over the centuries.  The black slaves developed their own 

to help them survive the hardships and monotony of their lives.   Lead a discussion on the development of 

work songs and how they evolved to help people do their jobs, many of which were repetitive, boring or 

needing to be done in rhythm with others.   Go to YouTube and listen to the elaborate work song developed 

by 4 postal workers in Ghana while cancelling stamps or on a CD provided with the book Worlds of Music: An 

Introduction to the Music of the World’s Peoples, by Jeff Todd Titon.  A related lesson plan may be found at 

www.faculty.weber.edu.  

  

 
 

 
FURTHER CONNECTIONS TO THE CURRICULUM: Lesson Planning Guide -- Essential Question:   How Did 
Cultures Of The Past Use Technology To Communicate? 
 

http://www.yale.edu/glc/gullah/
http://www.knowitall.org/
http://www.indians.org/
http://www.ani-kutani.com/
http://www.powwow-power.com/
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/xpeditions
http://www.lifeprint.com/
http://www.osblackhistory.com/
http://www.navajocodetalkers.org/
http://www.sacdelta.com/
http://www.themeter.net/
http://www.flagexpressions.wordpress.com/
http://www.learnmorsecode.com/
http://www.pbs.org/
http://www.symbol.net/
http://www.faculty.weber.edu/
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Largo (Second Movement), Symphony No. 9, (From the New World) 

by Antonin  Dvorak 
 

Who wrote the Music:  Antonin Dvorak (an-tone-een duh-VOR-zhahk) (1841-1904) was born near Prague 

(now the Czech Republic).  His father apprenticed him to a butcher at age 13.  However, Dvorak was 

interested in music and loved to entertain guests at the local family inn by playing the violin. While studying 

organ and composition in Prague, he supported himself playing the viola and violin in cafes and theatres.  
 

In spite of being a struggling composer with no money or piano.   He wrote a great deal of music and finally 

won the Austrian State Stipendium prize competition which enabled him to produce several major 

compositions.  One of the judges was composer Johannes Brahms who provided Dvorak much encouragement 

and introduced to his publisher.   Inspired by the Bohemian, Slovakian, Serbian, Polish and Moravian dances 

of the region, his Slavonic Dances brought Dvorak immediate fame. 
 

In America, Dvorak’s main goal was to discover “American music” and to encourage young composers and 

musicians to develop an American style of music.  He felt that through the music of the Native Americans 

and African Americans, American composers would find their national style.    
 

While in New York, Dvorak wrote his famous Ninth Symphony in less than five months.  Nicknamed The New 

World Symphony, it was presented at Carnegie Hall which was received with such continuous cheering that 

Dvorak felt obliged to stand and bow after each movement.   Due to difficulties with his employer at the 

conservatory, his increasing recognition in Europe and intense homesickness, Dvorak and his wife left New 

York after three years, never intending to return. 
 

Dvorak is best remembered as a nationalistic composer, for he resisted the influence of the Austrian Empire 

over his native land. He refused to abandon his native Czech language for German and kept Bohemian folk 

music alive through his compositions. (More information is in the Student Journal on pages 21 and 22). 
 

Why was the music written?     Dvorak was introduced to Negro spirituals by his young black copyist and 

student, Harry Burleigh, often sang them while he was working.    This new sound of America was a strong 

influence on the New World Symphony; the work was also heavily dependent on the styles of music that 

Dvorak learned growing up in Bohemia.  In the first movement, he incorporated some sounds of the Native 

Americans because of his fascination with the Hiawatha legend.  The movement’s principal theme resembles 

Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, reportedly one of Dvorak’s favorite spirituals.  In the second movement, he used a 

well-known Czech melody but presented it in the style of a Negro spiritual.     
 

Often composers have an idea about a theme or a melody but creatively change its nature into a fresh 

presentation.   While some critics claimed that he used actual Indian or African-American tunes in this 

symphony, Dvorak said that he wrote “in the spirit” of Native American music.   Leonard Bernstein, (composer 

of West Side Story and conductor of the New York Philharmonic) commented that the only accurate 

assessment was to consider the work multi-national.   Another critic said that the New World Symphony was 

distinctly American in the sense of being a composite, reflecting our melting-pot society.  
 

What about the Music? The second movement of The New World Symphony is called ‘Largo’, which is an 

Italian word meaning “broad.”  The melody of a largo movement in a symphony is usually slow and simple. It is 

so similar in style to a Negro spiritual that one of Dvorak’s pupils, William Arms Fisher, adapted and arranged 

the theme and added words, calling it Goin’ Home. With its haunting English horn solo, the music depicts 

Dvorak’s own homesickness “with something of the loneliness of far-off prairie horizons, the faint memory of 

the red-man’s bygone days , and sense of the tragedy of the black-man as it sings in his ‘spirituals’.”   Of 

recent interest Neil Armstrong took a recording of The New World Symphony to the moon during the Apollo 

11 mission in 1969, the first moon landing.  
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Listening Preparation:  (M.1.4.6.5, M.3.4-6.1, M.4.4-6.1-2)   This is a pleasant, quiet piece that has an 

introduction and four contrasting themes which weave together.  Have the students listen for the different 

themes as well as imagine scenes for each of them. 
 

00:00    Introduction: Stately brass chords build and then soften as announcing arrival of 

00:38   Theme A: Goin’ Home Theme as played by the English horn. 

02:11    A full woodwind chorale makes a long crescendo to a bold orchestral chord, highlighted by  

                     tympani and brass.  

02:39   Theme A is developed and expanded by the violins. 

03:29    Theme A is finished by the English horn once more, with lush accompaniment. 

04:05     Horns play part of Theme A as a distant fanfare. 

04:24    Flute and oboes introduce Theme B, a plaintive melody. 

04:57    Theme C in the clarinets is a long, sustained melody, accompanied by bass pizzicato. 

05:42    Theme B is restated by the violins and developed. 

06:38    Theme C is restated by the violins, interplay with the clarinets. 

07:24     Violins quote Theme B, transitioning to ~~ 

07:40  Theme D which sounds like a jig, played progressively by oboe, clarinet, flute and violins.    

             Strings make a huge crescendo to ~~ 

08:07    Full orchestra which plays numerous themes at the same time.  Some themes are from the   

                 first movement which has close ties thematically to this movement. 

08:35   Return of Theme A, starting with the English horn. 

09:00   Strings continue Theme A, in different combinations, including solo violin and cello duet.  

10:34    The brass chorale from the very beginning returns to conclude the movement. 
 

Suggested Activities: 

1) Social Studies and Math: (G.10.3-.2, G.8.5.3) Dvorak made the journey from Prague, Czechoslovakia to 

New York City.  On a world map (look on CD), plot the route he may have traveled – on land and ocean. Have 

them calculate the number of miles he traveled using the key.  How long might it have taken?   How long 

might it take today – by air or by boat – how fast did they travel over 100 years ago and then today? 
 

The United States was considered “The New World” in 1893 when this symphony was written.  Have students 

compare and contrast the United States then and now.  Think of technology, the geographical boundaries of 

the U.S., population and the cost of items in everyday life. Discuss with students what the term “new world” 

would mean then and now.   Have students create a chart citing similarities and differences.  (RL.3-4.9) 
 

2) Literacy: (Anchor Standard Writing 3)  Dvorak was so homesick for his homeland that he had to return to 

Czechoslovakia.  Some questions might be:  Have you ever been homesick? Can you remember how it felt?  If 

you have not been homesick, try to imagine how it might feel. Imagine that it is your first day of a week-long 

camp. Have the students create a daily journal of their experience and how they handled the homesickness.    
 

3) Literacy:   (Anchor Standard Reading 5)  Negro spirituals are a part of our national heritage.  What is a 

spiritual?  The language is usually in the dialect of the African-American.  Analyze the words to Goin’ Home 

and change the words as we would read and understand them today.  Which way does it sound better ~ as it 

was written or in today’s style? 

Discuss the culture of slavery and how spirituals were both a means of communication and expression. Have 

the students complete the question about what Goin’ Home might mean to the plantation worker.  Have them 

share their answers.    Use this discussion of dreaming of the future as a lead-in to talking about the ‘dream’ 

poems of Langston Hughes.  (H.12.3-4.1, H.12.5.6) 
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4) Music: (P.4.3-6.1, P.4.5-6.4, CN.11.3-6.2) The English horn is the primary solo instrument in this movement.  It 

is said that Dvorak used it because it resembled the quality of Harry Burleigh’s voice when he sang spirituals.  

Refer to picture of English horn in student journal. Have students listen to and discuss the sound of this 

instrument on the CD.   Have them compare it to other woodwind instruments.  What do they have in 

common?  Have the students learn a spiritual, such as Goin’ Home or Swing Low, Sweet Chariot. 
 

5)  Art:  (CR.1.3-4.3, CR.1.5-6.1, P.4.3-4.1) Every culture has a style or many styles of homes.   Have the 

students make a collage of homes, using pictures cut from magazines (e.g. old National Geographics).  

Encourage them to find unusual homes from other cultures and to identify the origin of country or assign 

each student a different culture or style of home.    Prepare an exhibit of “Homes Around the World.” 
 

6)  Literacy/Poetry:  (CCSS Reading 1,2, Writing 3)  The worksheets on page 23 and 24 of the Student Journal 

provide more information on Langston Hughes and can be completed as a class or individually as an 

assignment. 
 

Langston wrote the poem, “I, Too” about discrimination and it can be found at the web site  

www.poetryarchive.org/childrensarchive/sin.   If you read this poem to the class, ask them how does the 

character in the poem respond to his treatment?  Why does he respond this way?  (Remembering Langston’s 

grandmother’s advice.) 
 

Have students write their own poem about social injustice or discrimination using the elements of SIMILE 

(using as or like to create a comparison), ALLITERATION (use of a repeating consonant sound at the 

beginning of words), ANALOGY (explain something unfamiliar by comparing it to something familiar), and 

IMAGERY (words that use the senses of sight, smell, taste, feeling, and hearing). 
 

Post these poems for display in the classroom or hallways of the school or create a poetry book in art class.  

Have the students read or recite their poems to their classmates. 
 

7)  Social Studies:  (G.9.3-4.2, C.3.3-4.3, CCSS Writing 3) Discuss with students about social injustice or 

discrimination that still occurs in our time.  Why does it still occur and what are the root causes?  How have 

laws helped reduce injustice and when has it failed?  Is everyone treated fairly today?  Do they recognize 

signs of discrimination in their school?   How has the community addressed the issue?    Have them select an 

incident of injustice or discrimination (school, community or world) describing what happened and why it was 

not appropriate, defining the root cause (immediate and history) and suggesting what might be done to 

resolve the issue.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FURTHER CONNECTIONS TO THE CURRICULUM: Lesson Planning Guides -- Essential Questions:     Why Do 

People Go On Odysseys And Move To Other Places?  and How Have Immigrants Influenced American Culture? 
 

http://www.poetryarchive.org/childrensarchive/sin
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Maple Leaf Rag 

By Scott Joplin 
 

Who Wrote the Music?    Read the biographical information in the Student Journal. 
 

When Joplin was in his twenties, he returned to Texarkana to perform with a minstrel troupe.  In the 1890’s, 

Scott made Sedalia his hometown where he played piano in local saloons and first cornet in the Queen City 

Band.  
 

He composed some original music but soon realized that he didn’t really understand music notation. So he 

signed up for music classes in Sedalia to learn the “language” of music writing and started composing 

seriously.   In 1899, he published his most famous ragtime piece, Maple Leaf Rag, and his fame started 

spreading. Although Scott Joplin wasn’t the first to compose “rags,” he still is known as the ‘King of the 

Ragtime Writers.’    
 

Why Was the Music Written?   Music was beginning to change from the ballads popular after the Civil War.   

In the mid-1890s, “rags” started to be heard outside of African-American areas of St. Louis where it began 

and in the southern states where “beat” music had long been the tradition of the black community.  Max 

Morath, a famous Ragtime historian, wrote: “Ragtime was the first ‘shock-your-parents’ youth music, sixty 

years before rock ‘n’ roll music.”  The first ragtime tune published in 1897 was “Harlem Rag,”  by Tom Turpin.   

Later that year, John Philip Sousa’s band made a phonograph recording of some ragtime tunes, spreading its 

style to a wider audience.  
 

Again, music changes with the times. Ragtime music reached its peak about 1910 and gradually faded away as 

jazz music became more popular around 1920.  In 1970, when the movie The Sting featured music composed 

by Joplin, ragtime music made a brief comeback. Other well-known rags include The Entertainer and Maple 

Leaf Rag.  
 

 

 Listening Preparation:  (R.7.3-6.2, R.8.3-6.1) There are 4 different themes to this ‘rag’  and a steady   

 two-beat rhythm in the accompaniment which makes it dance-able.   It is also in Rondo  

 form.  The order is AA-BB-A-CC-DD-A-B, and it is very easy to hear the transition from  

 one section to another.    Listen to it in advance so that you can be sure to know where the   

 breaks occur. 

00:00    Theme A starts and repeats once. 

00:37    Theme B is introduced ~ repeats once. 

01:08     Theme A is repeated. 

01:25     Theme C is introduced ~ repeats once. 

01:58   Theme D is introduced ~ repeats once. 

02:31   Beginning of conclusion: Theme A is re- 

                    introduced  

02:48   Ending of conclusion finishes with a  

                       repeat of Theme B. 

 

Scott Joplin knew that he had to do something to keep the listeners’ attention, so about every thirty 

seconds he either repeated a theme or started a new one.  The speed is supposed to be danceable, but it 

sounds spectacular when it is played at breakneck speed.  

 

FURTHER CONNECTIONS TO THE CURRICULUM: Lesson Planning Guide -- Essential Question:  How Have 

Immigrants Influenced American Culture? And How is Math used in Writing Music?   
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Influence of Hispanic Migration to America  
 

Social Studies: (G.9.3-4.2, G.10.3-5.2, H.12.3-4.1, G.12.3-4.4)   1) Discuss the movement of cultures when people 

move to a new place, particularly how the customs change in the new setting.  Use the story of the piñata 

moving from country to country to demonstrate how customs evolve and are re-purposed. 
 

2) Discuss how the Spanish culture affected the people in Mexico and in America.   What were the push/pull 

factors that effected Mexicans under Spanish rule?  What factors caused the Euro-Americans to move into 

Texas territory?  Why do people make great journeys (or odysseys) to new places?  Ask the students known 

people who have moved from different places.  For what reason?  Have the student re-examine at 

Worksheet on Page 5 of the Student Journal to see if their answers would differ. 
 

3)   Compare the reasons the Spaniards wanted to explore the Southwest, with the early European 

Americans wanted to live in the Southwest region (Texas) and more recently, with the immigrants coming 

from Central America to the Southwest and Midwest.    
 

4)  Discuss Cesar Chavez’ life and contribution to the gaining civil rights for migrant workers.  The following 

lesson plans are available on www.teachkind.org:  

 4th grade – Cesar Chavez, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and Civil Rights 

 5th grade – The Struggle for Freedom – Bringing Animal Issues into the Classroom 

 6th grade – Education of the Heart – use of Pericles’ quotations 

On the same web-site is an interview of Cesar Chavez in 1985 entitled “Fighting for Ideals” in which he talks 

about animals, nonviolence and his campaign for farmworkers. 
 

Science:  (LS.3.4.5, LS.3.6.5-6) Why do animals move or migrate?  What do animals do if they don’t migrate as 

they should?  What happens if they are supposed to migrate and don’t?  Why do animals move, not 

necessarily in migration?  

 
 

Animal Migrate?  Where to? What they do if they don’t migrate? 
 

 

Bear 
 

 

  

 

Fox 
 

  

 

Geese 
 

  

 

Robins 
 

  

 

Elk 
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“Piñata—Concert Overture for Orchestra” 

By Robert Xavier Rodríguez 
 

Who wrote the Music?  Robert Xavier Rodríguez is one of the most significant and often-performed 

American composers of his generation.  His music has been described as “romantically dramatic, richly lyrical, 

and glowing with a physical animation and delicate balance of moods that combine with his all-encompassing 

sense of humor.”  Rodríguez has written in all genres — opera, orchestral, concerto, ballet, vocal, choral, 

chamber, solo and music for the theater — but he has been drawn most strongly in recent years to works for 

the stage, including music for children. 
 

Rodríguez has served as Composer-in-Residence of the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, the Dallas 

Symphony, and most recently, the San Antonio Symphony. In addition, he held residencies at Bennington 

College, Bowdoin College, the American Dance Festival at Duke University, and the Atlantic Center for the 

Arts. He resides in Dallas, where he is currently Professor of Music and Director of the Musica Nova 

Ensemble at the University of Texas at Dallas.  He is active as a guest lecturer and conductor.  
 

 

Listening Preparation:   See the listening table in the Student Journal.  Play the piece once describing what 

is happening.  Then play it again and have them write adjectives to describe what they hear.   Go through the 

sequential parts of the piece which follow what happens at the celebration, step-by-step:  
 

(1) After a bustling introduction,  
 

(2) the music graphically depicts the swaying piñata, a brightly decorated clay pot filled with candy 

suspended on a string (in this case, two solo violins).  
 

(3) As the excitement builds, there is a series of mighty orchestral whacks at the piñata, which eventually 

breaks open in a triumphant coda.  
 

(4)  Listen for a kaleidoscope of color, rhythms, textures and dynamics, elaborating on the hi-jinks of 

breaking a piñata.  There are hints of Leonard Bernstein’s jazzy show tunes, Latin Syncopation, massed brass, 

a riot of percussion with marimba, xylophone, blocks, bells, drums and a delicious violin duet in the strings 

that held the piñata.  
 

Note the time notations in the table which should make it easy to know when the piece is moving from section 

to section.  Point them out to the students the first time through.  Have them raise their hands when the 

section changes the second time through.     (R.7.3-6-3, R.8.3-6.1) 
 

 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

Literacy:  (CCSS Speaking and Listening 1 – 6, Writing 3)     

1) Have the students write about a family tradition.  Have them research the tradition by interviewing family 

members or friends about their favorite family tradition and why it is important to them.   

2) Have the students complete the worksheet – American and Family Traditions found on the CD.  Column 2 

defines the origin of a custom (requiring research or talking to family members) and Column 3 describes 

today’s custom.   Discuss how traditions often lead the way for cultural diffusion, cultural exchange and 

assimilation.   Have them create an outline for a different story that would fit the music.   

 

Art: (CR.2.3-6.1) Make a parrot piñata or other shape piñata.   Directions may be found on the distributed CD. 
 

Music:  Teach the students the song En las noches de posadas in Spanish and English.   The song may be 

found in The Music Connection: Grade 3, published by Silver Burdett Ginn, 1995. 
 

 

FURTHER CONNECTIONS TO THE CURRICULUM: Lesson Planning Guides -- Essential Questions:     Why Do 

People Go On Odysseys And Move To Other Places?  and How Have Immigrants Influenced American Culture? 
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Musical Compositions   Piñata   _______    Composer  Rodriguez 

  

Discipline/(Grade)  Social Studies (3-6), Literacy (3-6), ______________________ 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION:   WHY DO PEOPLE GO ON ODYSSEYS AND MOVE TO OTHER PLACES?  
Secondary questions might include:  How might we determine how push/pull influences have affected 
our own lives?   How might we stop the flow of immigration from one locale to another without physical 
force or laws? 
 

The American odyssey theme illustrates that people make major changes in their lives, generally 
because of some major event, disaster or desire for new opportunities.   This lesson plan focuses on the 
reasons that people make those changes.  Students are asked to research, analyze and report on those 
factors according to the grade level expectations and subject matter.    Topics and related materials are 
suggested for each grade level as well as the frameworks to which they relate.     Materials useful to 
each grade level include: 
 What is an Odyssey?       Student Journal, page 4 
 Kinds of Odysseys, Expeditions and Journeys Student Journal, page 5 
 What is a Musical Odyssey?    Student Journal, page 6 
 Beginnings of America    Student Journal, page 8-9 
 

Have students complete the chart below to help select major odysseys or exploration 
 

Who? From What 
Country? 

To Where? Why? (Pushed by, Pulled To) When? 

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

Grade 3 and 4 
Suggested Activities: 
1) Have students research the process immigration at Ellis Island and then write a short narrative from the perspective 
on an immigrant child who arrives there describing their experience and conditions.  They should address their country 
of origin, family, health and what they saw and did at Ellis Island. 

A r k a n s a s  
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2)  Have students select five vocabulary words from page 8 and 9 of the student journal and draw a picture of what that 
word means.  Then they can use the word in a sentence.  Extra credit if they complete the crossword puzzle. 
3)  Using the world map on the CD, have students identify the patterns created by the odysseys identified in the chart.   
4)  Have students identify a notable person that was part of the odyssey or migration. and report to the class.    
 

Frameworks: 
RL.3-4.2      Recount stores, including fables, folktales and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central message, lesson 
or moral and explain how it is conveyed through key details in the text. 
RL.3-4.3     Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations or feelings) and explain how their actions contribute to 
the sequence of events. 
RI.3-4.7      Use information gained from illustrations (maps, photographs) and the words in a text to demonstrate 
understanding of the text, where, when why and how key events occur. 
W.3-4.3      Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events 
 

Grade 5 

Suggested Activities:    Have students: 
1.    Complete the box above from the perspective or various explorers. 
2. Select one of the explorers and research why the explorer undertook the trip, where he went, what was found and  

the lasting impact of his odyssey, collective with other explorations from his country of origin. 
3. Write a narrative that documents the research. 
4. Document the route of the odyssey on a map (find on the CD) 
5. Write a short story (based on the research) from the perspective of one of the natives who met the explorer’s  

entourage, including some insight to his family’s and tribe’s life before and after contact with the explorers.   
 

Frameworks: 
H.12.5.3  Examine reasons for European exploration in the Americas from multiple perspectives. 
H.12.5.4  Evaluate short- and long-term effects of European exploration and settlement in the Americas from multiple  

 perspectives 
H.12.5.5  Compare the social, economic, political and geographic development of the colonies from multiple perspectives 
RI.5.1  Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences. 
RI.5.2  Examine a grade-appropriate informational text 
RI.5.3  Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a historical,  

 scientific or technical text. 
W.5.1  Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting the opinion with reasons and information 
W.5.3  Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events. 
W.5.7  Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through investigation. 
  

Grade 6 

Suggested Activities:  Have students: 
1.    Complete the box above from the perspective of odysseys of older empires and civilizations, e.g. Greek, Roman,  

Viking and related wars. 
2. Select one of the odysseys research why it was undertaken, mode of transportation, the destination, what occurred  

at the destination and the lasting impact on both the origin and destination. 
3. Write a narrative that documents the research.   Compare and contrast with the European explorers as to method of  

travel, purpose, living conditions and outcome of the journeys.  (optional) 
4. Document the route of the odyssey on a map (find on the CD) 
5. Write a short story (based on the research) from the perspective of one of the citizens at the destination, including  

some insight to his family’s and country’s life before and after contact with the sojourners.  
 
 

Frameworks: 
H.13.6.9,   Examine causes and effects of conflict within and among the major empires and civilizations 
H.13.6.16  Examine effects of invaders from various regions on societies 
RI.6.1    Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from text. 
RI.6.2    Examine a grade-appropriate informational text. 
W.6.2    Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the  

   selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content. 
W.6.4    Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization and style are appropriate to task,  

   purpose, and audience. 
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Musical Compositions   Largo, New World Symphony       Composer _ Dvorak__  
         Maple Leaf Rag  ___Composer _ Joplin___ 
     Piñata    ___Composer  ______Rodriguez 
 

Discipline/(Grade)  Social Studies (3-6), Literacy (3-6), ______________________ 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION:   HOW HAVE IMMIGRANTS INFLUENCED AMERICAN CULTURE? 
 

This concert theme of American odyssey harks to the many nationalities that have populated the Americas.    
Students are asked to research, write, and share information on different immigrant groups that came to the 
Americas.    In particular, they should include their impact on American culture as pertains to food, clothing, 
music, language (words), customs and traditions from their old country and attitudes about government and life 
style.   Immigrant groups might include:   early Spanish exploration and immigration to the Americas, early 
Hispanic migration from Central America to North America, English and other European nationalities, forced 
migration of African slaves, and the current Hispanic migration from Central and South America.    Of particular 
interest are the groups that populated Arkansas and why they came to the state.      Materials useful for all grade 
levels are: 
 Map of the World 

American and Family Traditions, found on the CD 
 

Have students select different countries, complete this table and share their findings 

From What Country?     

When?     

What Continent?     

Weather     

Types of Economy     

Form of Government     

Primary Religion     

Type of Clothing     

Nature of Food?     

Reason for Moving     

Customs     

Language     

Type of Music     

Favorite Dance     
 
Grade 3 and 4 

Suggested Activities:  Have students: 
1.a. Select one of the countries and research the form of government that was in place when the immigrants came 
to America.        
   b. Compare their form of government to that of the United States, particularly the rights and responsibilities of 
citizens, nature of the founding documents and their governmental documents, types of officials, etc. 
   c. Define how the U.S. founding documents met the needs of the immigrants that perhaps were not met in their 
country of origin.    Detail how their rights might have changed (or not) when they arrived in the U.S. 
   d. Write a short narrative summarizing the information in the first three points. 

A r k a n s a s  
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2.a. Select two countries and compare the similarities and differences -- 
  Why might the native dress look the way it does? 
  What led to the foods becoming their tradition?  
  How has the weather influenced food, clothing and shelter? 
  How might the terrain of the country have influenced their food, clothing and shelter? 
    b. Determine how the immigrants influenced American culture, e.g. food, culture, language, clothing, customs, 
using the worksheet on American and Family Traditions.    Have them identify at least 5 American English words that 
derive from the selected countries.      
  c. Write a short narrative summarizing the comparison and give a brief report to the class. 

  

Frameworks: 
C.1.3.1    Discuss the origins of the United States founding documents 
C.2.3.3       Compare rights and responsibilities of citizens in different times and places 
C.2.4.3       Evaluate changes in citizens’ rights and responsibilities over time 
W.3-4.3      Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events 
G.10.3.1     Analyze ways natural resources influence where people settle in Arkansas and the United States 
G.10.4.1     Compare natural resources in various geographic regions to influence human settlement patterns 
G.10.3.2     Explain effects of the movement and distribution of people, goods, and ideas on communities. 
G.10.4.2     Determine effects of movement and distribution of people, goods and ideas on various places 
G.10.3.3     Describe diverse groups and reasons why they settled in Arkansas. 
G.10.4.3     Compare push- pull-factors that influenced immigration to and migration within the United States 
SL.3-4.4       Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience to support main ideas or themes. 
 

Grade 5 –  

Suggested Activities:    Have students: 
1. a. Select countries that were involved with trade with the United States, including slave trade. 
2. Research what trade was formed in the early 1700’s and compare to the more established routes of the early 
1800’s, including the increasing interdependence among the countries, their natural resources and effect on population 
movement.     
 3. Make a map of the various trade routes and major commodities 
 4.           Determine how the trade and shifting populations influenced American culture, e.g. food, culture, language, 
clothing, customs, using the worksheet on American and Family Traditions. 
 5. Write a narrative describing the findings. 
Frameworks: 
E.7.5.1     Explain ways trade leads to increasing economic interdependence among countries 
E.7.5.2     Explain effects of increasing economic interdependence on different groups within participating nations. 
G.8.5.1    Describe locations of societies and their cultural and environmental characteristics within the early Americas using 
geographic representations. 
G.9.5.3    Analyze ways climate and environmental characteristics influenced where groups lived and how they adjusted to 
the environment. 
G.10.5.1-2  Examine 1) relationships between human settlements and movements and the location and use of natural 
resources in the early  Americas and 2) the effects of environmental and cultural characteristics on the distribution and 
movement of people, goods, and ideas. 
H.12.5.4  Evaluate short- and long-term effects of European exploration and settlement in the Americas and Arkansas from 
multiple perspectives. 
H.12.5.5  Compare the social, economic and cultural effects of indentured servitude and slavery in the colonies from multiple 
perspectives. 
W.5.3     Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, 
and clear event sequences. 
W.5.7       Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through investigation of different 
aspects of a topic. 
W.5.8       Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources.    
Summarize or paraphrase information in notes and finished work.   Provide a list of sources. 
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Musical Compositions     America The Beautiful         Composer    Ward, Bates  
     Cloudburst_________        Composer    Grofe ______ 
Disciplines/(Grades):    Science, Social Studies and Literacy_(3-6)________________________   

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: WHAT DIFFERENT LAND FORMS AND ECOSYSTEMS ARE DESCRIBED IN THESE WORKS AND 
HOW MIGHT THEY AFFECT THE PEOPLE THAT LIVE THERE? 

These two works describe various aspects of America as seen by the composer.  Each grade level can create a 
profile of America reflecting the different geographies mentioned in the works.    

Grade 3 Suggested Activities 

 In groups, label a mountain range, river, plateau, plain and ocean on a topographical map of the Colorado River and, 
after doing research, add cities and important mineral deposits to the map. 

 Use information from topographical maps to complete a chart documenting the influence of natural resources 

 Design a mural or collage of American scenery that might include the wide variety of American ecosystems. 

Grade 3 Focus Standards 
RI.3.7 Use information gained from illustrations (maps, photographs) and the words in a text to demonstrate understanding of the 

text, where, when why and how key events occur. 
G.8.3.2 Use thematic maps and other geographic representations to compare physical and human characteristics of a region to those of 

another region in the U.S. and the interactions that shape them. 
G.8.3.3 Construct maps and other graphic representations of the local community, including physical and human characteristics, title, 

legend, compass rose.  
G.10.3.1 Analyze ways natural resources influence where people settle in Arkansas and in the United States. 
ESS.8.3.3 Identify the three categories of rocks:  metamorphic, igneous and sedimentary. 
ESS.8.3.5 Identify areas in Arkansas that are the main sources of minerals: bauxite, novaculite, quartz, diamond and bromine. 

Grade 4 Suggested Activities 

 In groups, label a mountain range, river, plateau, plain and ocean on a topographical map of the Colorado River and, 
after doing research, add cities and important mineral deposits to the map. 

 Use information from topographical maps to complete a chart documenting the influence of natural resources 

 Design a mural or collage of Arkansas scenery that might include the wide variety of ecosystems. 

 In groups, students:  
1) Choose a natural resource and research how humans are preserving and conserving it,  
2) Write individually a persuasive “Letter to the editor” on the importance of conserving, with details, 
3) Use I-pads to create a digital visual of natural resources and  
4) Share their findings with the class. (Including the rate at which resources are being depleted.) 

Grade 4 Focus Standards 
RL.4.3 Explain events, procedures, ideas, concepts in a historical, scientific or technical text, including what happened and why, based 

on specific information in the text. 
W.4.2 Write informative/explanatory text to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly. 
W.4.3 Write narratives to develop real/imagined experiences/events using effective technique, description and event sequences. 
W.4.7 Conduct short research projects that build knowledge through investigation on different aspects of a topic.    
G.8.4.3 Construct maps and other graphic representations of Arkansas and the U.S., including physical and human characteristics, title, 

legend, compass rose 
ESS.8.4.2 Analyze the impact of using natural resources  
ESS.8.4.3 Differentiate between renewable and non-renewable resources 
ESS.8.4.4 Evaluate the impact of water pollution  
ESS.8.4.5 Evaluate the impact of Arkansas’ natural resources on the economy, including e.g. farming, timber, tourism, hunting, fishing 
ESS.8.4.6 Evaluate human use of Arkansas’ natural resources on the environment, including but not limited to mining, clear cutting, 

dredging  

A r k a n s a s  
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Grade 5 Suggested Activities 

 In groups, students:  
1) Choose a natural resource and research how humans are preserving and conserving it,  
2) Write individually a persuasive “Letter to the editor” on the importance of conserving, with details, 
3) Use I-pads to create a digital visual of natural resources and  
4) Share their findings with the class. (Including the rate at which resources are being depleted.) 

 Students write about how they (or someone) would feel if they were in the Grand Canyon when a sudden 
thunderstorm came.   Have them look at the listening map and images on the DVD to give them ideas about 
what might happen at different stages of the storm. Questions the students might consider:  

1) What season is it?  What is the temperature?  Is it sunny or not?   
2) Why are the characters in the canyon?    
3) Who are the characters and what’s going to happen to them? 
4) How might the characters be feeling and/or thinking? 

Students create paragraphs from the sentences, create an introduction to hook the reader and develop a 
strong closure.  Have them revise their work to improve word choice and sentence variation.  Prepare the 
rubric for feedback to students. 

 Write a short history of the Grand Canyon in narrative form based on the layers of rock exposed. 

Grade 5 Focus Standards 
W.5.3   Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events. 
W.5.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task, purpose and audience. 
W.5.7 Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through investigation of different aspects of a topic 
G.8.5.3    Synthesize information from a variety of sources to construct maps and other geographic representations. 
G.9.5.3    Analyze ways climate and environmental characteristics influenced where groups lived and how they adjusted to the environment. 
G.10.5.1  Examine relationships between human settlements and movements and the location and use of natural resources in the early Americas. 
LS.4.5.5       Examine the role of limiting factors on the carrying capacity of an ecosystem. 
LS.4.5.16    Evaluate positive and negative human effects on ecosystems. 
ESS.8.5.6      Identify minerals found in Arkansas: bauxite, diamonds, quartz and galena and  
ESS.8.5.7      Identify characteristics of sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks 
ESS.8.5.8      Compare and contrast by investigation characteristics of the three basic types of rocks: sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic. 
ESS.8.5.13    Describe and illustrate the rock cycle. 

Grade 6 Suggested Activities 

 Students write about how someone from an ancient culture would feel if they were in a canyon when a 
sudden thunderstorm came.   Have them look at the listening map and images on the DVD to give them ideas 
about what might happen at different stages of the storm. Questions the students might consider:  

1) What season is it?  What is the temperature?  Is it sunny or not?   
2) Why are the characters in the canyon? 
3) Who are the characters and what’s going to happen to them? 
4) How might the characters be feeling and/or thinking? 

Students create paragraphs from the sentences, create an introduction to hook the reader and develop a 
strong closure.  Have them revise their work to improve word choice and sentence variation.  Prepare the 
rubric for feedback to students. 

 Write a short history of the Grand Canyon in narrative form based on the layers of rock exposed. 

Grade 6 Focus Standards 
G.8.6.3   Synthesize information from a variety of sources to construct maps and other geographic representations to ask/answer compelling questions. 
G.9.6.3    Analyze ways climate and environment characteristics influenced where groups lived and how they adjusted to the environment in various 

civilizations up to 1500 C.E. 
G.10.6.1  Analyze relationships between human settlements and movements and the location and use of natural resources in various regions  to 1500 C.E. 
W.6.3  Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured 

event sequences. 
W.6.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose and audience. 
W.6.6 Use technology, including the internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient 

command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of three pages in a single sitting. 
W.6.7 Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several sources and refocusing the inquiry when appropriate. 
W.6.8 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and 

conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and providing basic bibliographic information for sources. 
ESS.8.6.8   Compare and contrast the different land forms caused by Earth’s internal forces:  mountains, plateaus, trenches, and islands.  
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Ecosystems Activities 
 

 
 

Land Form Characteristic Descriptive Words Influence on Inhabitants 

Mountain    

River    

Plateau    

Valley    

Ocean    

The Colorado River System   
Find the following on the 

map and draw arrows to 

them: 

Mountains 

River 

Plateau 

Valley 

Ocean 

 

Add the following  to the map: 

 Cities: Denver, Phoenix, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, Las Vegas, San Francisco, Cheyenne and Santa Fe 

 Land use: Farming, Tourism, Mining, Hunting, Fishing, Transportation (Sea port, Railroad, Interstate Highway) 

 Mineral Deposits: Gold, Uranium, Silver, Copper, Salt, Turquois 
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Rocks of the Grand Canyon 

 
Write a narrative about events in the Grand Canyon based upon the rock layers. Identify at least one sedimentary, 
igneous and metamorphic rock layer and stages of the rock cycle in the photograph to the right. What kind of 
activity has taken place over the years to create the Grand Canyon? Gather relevant information from print and 
digital sources; summarize or paraphrase information in notes and finished work and provide a list of sources. 
 
Use the space below to write an outline of your narrative and use separate pages for the final draft. 
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Musical Compositions    Stars & Stripes Forever        Composer   Sousa    
Multiple Disciplinary:    Literacy, Science and Math    
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How did cultures of the past use technology to communicate? 
 

Suggested Activities: There are many different early means of communication that did not rely on verbal 
communication, such as Cave Painting, Smoke Signals, Dancing, Drumming, Sign language, Semafore Flags, Navajo 
code talkers, Morse code and The Tap Code.    Have the students select two types and have them conduct 
research to determine why, when, by whom and how they were developed and used.  Have them compare and 
contrast their choices describing similarities and differences in a brief written narrative. 
 

Grade 5: 
Connections to Arkansas State Frameworks 
W.5.3  Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details and 

clear event sequences. 
W.5.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are appropriate to task, purpose and 

audience. 
W.5.7 Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge through investigation of different 

aspects of a topic. 
W.5.8 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print and digital sources; 

summarize or paraphrase information in notes and finished work and provide a list of sources 
H.12.5.1 Develop claims about pre-Columbian societies in North America by analyzing artifacts, artwork charts, graphs, 

digital, and print sources. 
RI.5.3 Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more individuals, events, ideas or concepts in a historical, 

scientific, or technical text based on specific information in the text. 
RI.5.9 Integrate information from several texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject 

knowledgeably. 
SL.5.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborate conversations with diverse partners on Grade 5 topics and texts, building 

on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly. 
 

Grade 6:  
W.6.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, relevant descriptive 

details, and well-structured event sequences. 
W.6.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development organization, and style are appropriate to task, 

purpose and audience. 
W.6.5 Develop and strengthen writing with guidance and support as needed from peers and adults, by planning, revising, 

editing, re-writing or trying a new approach. 
W.6.6 Use technology, including the internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with 

others; demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of three pages in a single sitting. 
W.6.7 Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several sources and refocusing the inquiry when 

appropriate. 
W.6.8 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources; assess the credibility of each source; and quote 

or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and providing basic bibliographic 
information for sources. 

H.13.6.1 Compare hunter-gatherer and agrarian societies. 
L.6.1-6 Demonstrate the command of the conventions of standard English. 

A r k a n s a s  
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Musical Composition      All Compositions           Composer  Various     
Grade Level/Discipline    Grades 3-6 Interdisciplinary:   Create a multimedia presentation of a story of  

     an odyssey 
 

Musical Composition      All Compositions           Composer  Various   
Grade Level/Discipline    Grades 3-6 Interdisciplinary: Multi-media presentation of an odyssey 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: HOW ARE STORIES TOLD IN THE 21ST CENTURY? 
 

Essential Question: How ARE STORIES TOLD IN THE 21ST CENTURY? 
 

Story-telling is an art form that involves all areas of learning and disciplines.   Twenty-first century students are exposed to 
multiple forms of text, not just literature.  In the American Odyssey Student Journal, there are many examples of text such as 
poetry, art, music as well as written fiction and non-fiction text.  Students should be able to glean information from a variety 
of media and become comfortable with creating works in these media in order to be successful in the workplace. 
 

This concert experience is a golden opportunity for teachers and students to collaborate and create stories incorporating 
different media and disciplines. In classrooms where all the core disciplines are taught, one teacher can more easily design an 
interdisciplinary approach to story-telling.  When the disciplines are split among two or more teachers, some planning may be 
required to link, for instance, what is being taught in science and social studies to the creation of a story.   
 

Students can use the research information in the previous lesson planning guides to create their own odyssey, either 
individually or in groups.  Examples of different types of stories are reflected in Rodeo, Grand Canyon Suite, and Piñata. Have 
students use the Writing a Story worksheets on pages 31 - 34 to support development of their odyssey.   Have them write the 
story, record a reading of the written text, prepare a PowerPoint presentation including their artwork and music/sounds and 
then arrange to have them share their stories with others. 

Focus Literacy Standards 
Grade 3: W.3.6 With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing (using keyboarding skills) as well as 

to interact and collaborate with others. 
Grade 4: W.4.6 With some guidance and support from adults, use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well 

as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding skills to produce writing in a single sitting. 
Grade 5: W.5.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as interact and collaborate with others with 

some guidance and support from adults; demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding skills to produce writing in a single sitting. 
Grade 6: W.6.6  Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others; 

demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding skills to produce writing in a single sitting. 

Focus Art and Music Standards 

Grade 3 CN.10.3  

Music:  Identify individual experiences that provide context for the musical works of others 

Visual Art:  Create art based on personal observations of surroundings, using art vocabulary 

Grade 4 CN.10.4 

Music:  Discuss personal experiences that provide context for the musical works of others 

Visual Art:  Create artwork about community life events (e.g., festivals, traditions) 

Grade 5 CN.10.5 

Music:  Discuss individual experiences and other influences that provide context for the musical work of others 

Visual Art:  Create artwork that reflects community and/or cultural traditions 

Grade 6 CN.10.6 

Music:  Research individual experiences and other influences that provide context for the musical work of others 

Visual Art:  Investigate artwork that visually documents community life (e.g., community sculptures, headstones, quilts, folk crafts, 

architecture) as inspiration for personal artwork 

A r k a n s a s  
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TELL YOUR STORY OF AN ODYSSEY! 
(Work solo or in groups of 3 to 4 students to collaborate on writing your story.) 

 

From research you have done, develop a story about what you have learned about going on an 

odyssey.   The story may be based on other stories you have read.  Make sure the story is 

written down. (Use the worksheets in ‘Writing a Story’ to help structure the story.)   If the 

story takes more than three minutes to read, shorten it by removing sections that are not 

critical to the plot of the story. Have your teacher review your worksheets before going 

ahead. 

 

Introduction: (Overture) Choose a piece of music that sets the tone for your story.  
 

Setting: Create a work of art that shows when and where the story takes place. Be sure to portray 

such things as weather, geography, time of day, etc. Include the main characters of the story. 
 

Characters: Draw each of the main characters on a piece of paper about the size of a baseball 

card (use poster paper if you have it). Describe the characters on the back of the card. (Grades 5 

and 6 include information about the era in which they lived.) Come up with a musical theme or a 

sound to represent each character. 
 

Plot: Create a timeline of main events in the story. (Grades 5 and 6 include character motivations 

that influenced these events.) 
 

Conflict/Problem: Create a work of art that shows the main conflict of the story and choose sound 

effects to go with it.   
 

Climax: Create a work of art that depicts a big moment in the story and choose music or sound 

effects to go with it. 
 

Resolution: Look at the artwork you created for each setting of the story at the beginning.  Create 

a new work of art to show the resolution or ending of the story. 
 

Making your Multi-media Presentation: Record yourself or your group reading the story aloud. 

Create a PowerPoint presentation that includes the artwork and music/sound effects that go along 

with your story. 
 

Share you Multi-media Presentation with others:   Work with you classmates to create a 

performance that you might invite your principal or family members to come see.    Be prepared to 

tell how you created your story. 

A r k a n s a s  
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Writing a Story 

 

Make a Character Map 
 

Draw your character in the middle of the hexagon.  Using single words (nouns and 

adjectives), fill in the boxes on the left and right of your picture.   Complete a character 

map for each character in the story.    Decide on a sound or music theme that represents 

the character. 

Emotional Traits Physical Traits 

e.g. nervous and teary-eyed 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

 

e.g. short, dark hair 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 

____________________________ 
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Make a Setting Map 
 

Draw the setting of the story in the large box.  In the box below, describe the setting in 

three sentences.  Create a setting map for each setting of the story.  Decide on the 

background music for the setting.   Use adjectives and be descriptive.  
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Make a Plot Map 
 

Draw the three most important parts of your story in each box.  Then describe paragraphs 

next to each picture.    Decide how the music theme changes during each part (louder, 

softer, faster, slower, different rhythm). 

 Beginning:  Introduce setting, characters and conflict or problem. 

Middle:   What happens next?  The climax 

End:  How does the story resolve and end? 
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Musical Composition   Maple Leaf Rag                        Composer  Scott Joplin  

Grade Level/Discipline  Grades 3-6 Mathematics 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: HOW IS MATH USED IN WRITING MUSIC? 

GRADE 3 ARKANSAS FRAMEWORKS MATH STANDARDS 

AR.Math.Content.3.OA.A.1 Interpret products of whole numbers  

AR.Math.Content.3.OA.A.3 Use multiplication and division within 100 to solve word problems in situations 

involving equal groups, arrays, and measurement quantities  

AR.Math.Content.3.OA.D.8 Solve two-step word problems using the four operations 

AR.Math.Content.3.NBT.A.2 Using computational fluency, add and subtract within 1000 using strategies and 

algorithms  

AR.Math.Content.3.NF.A.1 Understand a fraction 1/b as the quantity formed by 1 part when a whole is 

partitioned into b equal parts. Understand a fraction a/b as the quantity formed by a parts of size 1/b. 

AR.Math.Content.3.NF.A.3 Explain equivalence of fractions in special cases and compare fractions by 

reasoning about their size 

GRADE 4 ARKANSAS FRAMEWORKS MATH STANDARDS 

AR.Math.Content.4.OA.A.1: Interpret a multiplication equation as a comparison  

AR.Math.Content.4.OA.A.2: Multiply or divide to solve word problems involving multiplicative comparison. 

AR.Math.Content.4.OA.C.5:  Generate a number or shape pattern that follows a given rule. 

AR.Math.Content.4.NF.A.2: Compare two fractions with different numerators and different denominators  

AR.Math.Content.4.NF.B.4:  Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction 

by a whole number. 

GRADE 5 ARKANSAS FRAMEWORKS MATH STANDARDS 

AR.Math.Content.5.NF.A.1: Efficiently, accurately and with some degree of flexibility add and subtract 

fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed numbers) using equivalent fractions and common 

denominators.  

AR.Math.Content.5.NF.A.2: Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the 

same whole, including cases of unlike denominators. 

AR.Math.Content.5.NF.B.4: Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction 

or whole number by a fraction. 

GRADE 6 ARKANSAS FRAMEWORKS MATH STANDARDS 

AR.Math.Content.6.NS.A.1  Interpret and compute quotients of fractions. Solve word problems involving 

division of fractions by fractions  

AR.Math.Content.6.EE.A.1 Write and evaluate numerical expressions involving whole-number exponents. 

 

Mathematics used in composing Maple Leaf Rag 

 Four sections (A, B , C and  D) of 16 measures with two beats in one measure:  

 Sections are played in the following order:  A B A C D A B 

 Each 16-measure section is repeated a second time whenever it is played 

 Bass tones (piano left hand) are mostly eighth notes          and Treble tones (piano right hand) are mostly 

sixteenth notes             as you can see in the first line of Section B notated below:   

A r k a n s a s  
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Math Problems –  
Grade 3 + Students will analyze how Scott Joplin used musical notes to write Maple Leaf Rag 

a. What is the maximum number of eighth notes that can be fit into one measure?  (4) 

b. What is the maximum number of sixteenth notes that can be fit into one measure?  (8) 

c. If 4 eighth notes get 2 beats, how many eighth notes get one beat? (2) 

d. If 8 sixteenth notes get 2 beats, how many sixteenth notes get one beat? (4) 

e. How many sixteenth notes can be played against one eighth note? (2) 

f. How long do you think it took Joplin to write this composition?   Explain how you decided. 

Grade 4 + Students will analyze how Scott Joplin used musical notes to write Maple Leaf Rag 

a. What fraction of Section B is the line of music above? (1/4) 

b. How many measures are there in each section, including the repeat? (32) 

c. How many total measures are there in the piece? (224) 

d. This recording is about 3 minutes. About how long is each section? (26 seconds) 

e. About how many seconds does each measure last in this composition? (.8 second) 

f. Come up with at least four patterns of eighth notes and sixteenth notes that could be used to fill 

one measure of music. Using a pencil eraser, tap each measure, then tap all four measures. 

Grade 5 + Students will analyze how Scott Joplin used musical notes to write Maple Leaf Rag 

a. How many measures would it take to play 100 consecutive sixteenth notes? (about 12.5) 

b. About how many full measures are played each minute? (about 75) 

c. About how many beats are played per minute? (about 150) 

d. About how many beats are played per second? (about 2.5) 

e. How many notes would you estimate the pianist plays in this piece? Explain your answer.  

Grade 6 Students will analyze how Scott Joplin used musical notes to write Maple Leaf Rag 

a. About how many sixteenth notes are played each second? (10) 

b. If the pianist decided to play the piece slower and a sixteenth note lasted ¼ second throughout, 

how long would it take to play it? (7.5 minutes) 

c. Write an equation that could be used to determine how long it would take to play the entire 

section if the length of each sixteenth note was any given fraction of a second. Do the same for 

eighth notes. 

d. Come up with at least four patterns of quarter notes, eighth notes and sixteenth notes that could 

be used to fill one measure of music. Using a pencil eraser, tap each measure, then tap all four 

measures in a row. Work with a partner and play your compositions together (repeat the patterns 

at least 4 times in succession to establish a rhythm. Make revisions that you decide would make 

your composition better. 
 

 

Treble Clef 

(right hand) 

Bass clef 

(left  hand) 
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GRADES 3-6 MATHEMATICS WORKSHEET  How is Math Used in Writing Music? 
 

The Maple Leaf Rag by Scott Joplin is packed with lots of notes. Study the following information about 
the notation used in the composition.  Answer the questions in the boxes below and show your work in 
the space beside each question. 
 
Mathematics used in composing Maple Leaf Rag 

 Four sections (A, B , C and  D) of 16 measures with two beats in one measure:  

 Sections are played in the following order:  A B A C D A B 

 Each 16-measure section is repeated a second time whenever it is played 

 Bass tones (piano left hand) are mostly eighth notes          and Treble tones (piano right hand) are mostly 

sixteenth notes             as you can see in the first line of Section B notated below:   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Math Problems Grade 3 + 

1. What is the maximum number of eighth notes that can be fit into one measure?  

2. What is the maximum number of sixteenth notes that can be fit into one measure?  

3. If 4 eighth notes get 2 beats, how many eighth notes get one beat?  

4. If 8 sixteenth notes get 2 beats, how many sixteenth notes get one beat?  

5. How many sixteenth notes can be played against one eighth note?  

6. How long do you think it took Joplin to write this composition? Explain how you decided.     
  

 

Grade 4 +  

1. What fraction of Section B is the line of music above?  

2. How many measures are there in each section, including the repeat? 

3. How many total measures are there in the piece?  

4. This recording is about 3 minutes. About how long is each section?  

5. About how many seconds does each measure last in this composition?  

6. Come up with one pattern of eighth notes and sixteenth notes that could be used to fill one measure of 
music. Using a pencil eraser, tap the rhythm. 

Treble Clef 

(right hand) 

Bass clef 

(left  hand) 
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Mathematics used in composing Maple Leaf Rag 

 Four sections (A, B , C and  D) of 16 measures with two beats in one measure:  

 Sections are played in the following order:  A B A C D A B 

 Each 16-measure section is repeated a second time whenever it is played 

 Bass tones (piano left hand) are mostly eighth notes          and Treble tones (piano right hand) are mostly 

sixteenth notes             as you can see in the first line of Section B notated below:  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
1. How many measures would it take to play 100 consecutive sixteenth notes?  

2. About how many full measures are played each minute?  

3. About how many beats are played per minute?  

4. About how many beats are played per second?  

5. How many notes would you estimate the pianist plays in this piece? Explain your answer.  

 

Grade 6  

1. About how many sixteenth notes are played each second?  
 

2. If the pianist decided to play the piece slower and a sixteenth note lasted ¼ second throughout, how long 

would it take to play it? 
 

 

3. Write an equation that could be used to determine how long it would take to play the entire section if the 

length of each sixteenth note was any given fraction of a second. Do the same for eighth notes. 

 

 

 

4. Come up with at least four patterns of eighth notes and sixteenth notes that could be used to fill one 

measure of music. Using a pencil eraser, tap each measure, then tap all four measures in a row. Work with 

a partner and play your compositions together (repeat the patterns at least 4 times in succession to 

establish a rhythm. Make revisions that you decide would make your composition better. 

 

 

 

 

Treble Clef 

(right hand) 

Bass clef 

(left  hand) 

Grade 5 + 
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SUGGESTED READING 
 

BEGINNINGS OF AMERICA 
 

Bateman, Teresa, Red, White and Blue and Uncle Who?  

     The Story of America’s Symbols 

Fleischman, Paul, Weslandia 

Freedman, Russell, Cowboys of the Wild West 

Gibbons, Gail, Cowboys and cowgirls Yippee-yay! 

Hess, Debra, The American Flag 

Martin, Joseph Plumb, Yankee Doodle Boy: a Young  

     Soldier’s Adventures in the American Revolution 

Pinkney, Andrea Davis, Bill Picket: Rodeo-Ridin’ Cowboy 

Smith, Whitney, Flag Lore of all Nations 

Savage, Jeff, American Cowboys 

Sonneborn, Liz, America the Beautiful: the Story  

     Behind our National Hymn 
 

GROWTH OF BLACK CULTURE IN AMERICA 
 

Branch, Muriel Miller, The Water Brought Us: the  

    Story of the Gullah-Speaking People 

Cooper, Floyd, Coming Home: From the Life of  

    Langston Hughes 

Cutcher, Jenai, Bob Fosse 

Cutcher, Jenai, Gotta Dance!: the Rhythms of Jazz  

    and Tap 

Fox, Paula, The Slave Dancer 

Giovanni, Nikki, On my Journey Now: Looking at  

    African-American History through the Spirituals 

Hughes, Langston, Langston Hughes 

Isaacs, Sally S., Life on a Southern Plantation 

Kalman, Bobbie, Life on a Plantation 

Santella, Andrew, We The People: Navajo Code  

    Talkers 

INFLUENCE OF HISPANIC MIGRATION 

(and family traditions) 
Bontemps, Arna Wendell, Boy of the Border 

Collard, Sneed, Cesar Chavez: the Farm Workers’ Best  

     Friend 

Jones, Lynda and J. Wiley, Kids Around the World  

    Celebrate!: the Best Feasts and Festivals from Many  

    Lands 

Esche, Maria Bonfanti, Kids Celebrate!: Activities for  

    Special Days Throughout the Year 

Harris, Zoe, Pinatas and Smiling Skeletons: Celebrating  

    Mexican Festivals 

Kent, Deborah, Migrant Farmworkers: Hoping for a  

    Better Life 

ABOUT MUSIC AND THE ORCHESTRA 
 
 

Koscielniak, The Story of the Incredible Orchestra 

Levine, Robert, The Story of the Orchestra,  with 

     CD on the periods and instrument sections 

Mitchell, Barbara, Raggin’ a story about Scott  

     Joplin – e-book  

Venezia, Mike, Aaron Copland 

Venezia, Mike, John Philip Sousa 

Woog, Adam, From Ragtime to Hip-Hop: a Century  

      of Black American Music  

Zannos, Susan and Mitchell Lane, The Life and  

     Times of John Philip Sousa 
 

GRAND CANYON 

 

 

Cuyler, Margery, That’s Good! That’s Bad! In the Grand  

       Canyon 

Gowan, Barbara and Katherine Larson, G is for  

     Grand Canyon: an Arizona Alphabet 

Graf, Mike, The Tail of the Scorpion 

Hamilton, John, The Grand Canyon National Park 

Henry, Marguerite and Wesley Dennis, Brighty of  

    the Grand Canyon 

Marsh, Carole, The Ghost of the Grand Canyon 

Minor, Wendell, Grand Canyon: Exploring a Natural  

      Wonder   

Patent, Dorothy H., Shaping the Earth 

 

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION 

 

Benoit, Peter, Immigration 

Burgan, Michael, A Changing Nation: Immigration  

      and Industrialization from the Civil War to  

      World War 1 

Green, Robert, Immigration 

Housel, Deborah, Immigration 

Maestro, Betsy, Coming to America: the Story of  

        Immigration 

Roza, Greg, Immigration and Migration 

Solway, Andrew, Graphing Immigration 

Wilson, Ruth, Immigration 
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Teacher and Student Resources 
 

General Music: 
childrensmusic.org, The Children’s Music website, for students,  
    teachers and parents, focus on “overcoming boredom”, Kids Public   
    radio 
classicsforkids.com, information on composers and their works,  
    interactive. 
classicalmagic.net for ordering classical works presented for young  
    people. 
dsokids.org – Dallas Symphony Orchestra, introduction to symphony  
     and composers, for students and teachers 
nyphilkids.org – New York Philharmonic Orchestra website for young  
     people 
songsforteaching.com, a site designed for using music for teaching  
     with downloads 
sfskids.org – San Francisco Symphony Orchestra 
usflag.org   and usa-flag-site.org 
 

Classroom resources: 
eduplace.com for maps, a product of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
nationalgeographic.com  - has free maps, video, articles and a good  
     search engine by topic. 
 

 Classroom resources (cont’d): 
pbs.org – has lesson plans and information on wide range of topics 
Grand Canyon Field Institute (www.grandcanyon.org) – Travelin’ Trunk  
      shows with downloadable lesson plans on the canyon (geology,  
     human history and ecology, worksheets, related books.  Also a    
     video loan library (cost of shipping), including The Rock Cycle, Grand  
     Canyon Suite, Lost in the Grand Canyon and Echoes Through Time. 
TLSbooks.com, Free downloadable worksheets about the various  
      subjects, such as Creatures of the Grand Canyon, Measuring Inches  
     and  Centimeters, National Parks and States, and Map Study. 
Theatredance.com/tap, All About Tap Dance: A Hoofer’s Notebook, a  
     dancer’s perspective on the evolution of tap and related dances 
Videos2view/Hope-Cagney.htm, Great Dance Routines: Hope and  
     Cagney, two great entertainers tap-dancing together. 
Student Postal Workers in Ghana making work music.  Originally  
      recorded in 1975 and included in Worlds of Music: An Introduction   
      to the Music of the World’s Peoples, 4th ed., by Jeff Todd Titon,  
      published by Schirmer Thomson Learning, 2002.  Find a lesson plan  
      at www.faculty.weber.edu or listen at  
      www.blog.wfmu.org/freeform/2005/12/work_song_from.html   

 

 

M a n y  t h a n k s  t o   

U n d e r w r i t e r s  &  V o l u n t e e r s  
 

 

Mary Adams 

Altrusa International, HSV Chapter 

Arkansas Arts Council 

Arkansas Document Solutions 

Tom and Peggy Arwood 

Earl and Suzanne Babbie 

Dante and Joyce Barone 

Rob and Carolyn Bowers 

Tom and Jean Bryant 

Alice Canham 

Dick and Sally Clement 

Glenn and Sally Crawshaw 

Concetta and Jim Dixon 

Larry and Marlys Moodie Dodson 

Joe and Martha Dooley 

Michael Downes 

Entergy 

Sunny Evans 

Gene and Pat Flesher 

Jane Howard Foundation (Melanie Masino) 

Hot Springs Area Community Foundation 

HSV Community Foundation 

HS/HSV Symphony Guild 

John and Jane Hollansworth 

Arnie and Jan Holtberg 

Catherine Ilka 

Dick and Linda Jorgensen 

John and Barbara Keller 

Jim & Gerelyn Kelly 

Kent and Suzanne Kuch 

Karen Lauck 

JoAnne Mangione 

Jim and Jo McKeand 

Walt and Judy Mitchell 

Morris Foundation (Dorothy Morris) 

Munro Foundation (Don Munro) 

National Endowment for the Arts 

Barry Niswanger 

Joanne Pegler 

 

Madison Pope  

Bill Roe  

Wayma Rowe 

Shelvie Scales 

Jeanne Scott 

Robert and Connie Shoemaker 

Mark and Ruth Smith 

Martha Smither 

Terminix, Hot Springs Village 

Randy and Donna Toney 

Elisabeth Wagner Foundation 

Gary and Donna Waldrop 

Marcia Weaver 

Craig and Carole Welle 

Jack and Carolyn Wells 

Susan White 

David and Karen Witchger 

Youth Advisory Council (YAC)  

Robert Zunick 

Concert Committee: 

Honorary Chair: Dorothy Morris   

Chair and Underwriting: Martha Smither 

Publicity: Pat Shaha 

School Liaison: Diana Reeves 

Study Guides: Martha Smither, Craig and  

    Carole Welle 

Book Selection: Teri LaBove, Lillie Wallick, &  

    Jeanine Williamson 

Event Day in Hot Springs:  Members of: 

Altrusa International, Inc.,  HSV  

Hot Springs Concert Band 

HSV Amateur Radio Club 

HS/HSV Symphony Guild 

Logistics:  Beverly Thompson, Rob    

     Bowers and Ed Simmons   

Cover Design of Teacher Guides    

   (on front cover) –  Fred Zipkes 

Event Day in Little Rock:  Members of: 

Little Rock Symphony Guild 

 

Other Important Supporters: 

Arkansas Learning Through The Arts 

Arkansas Symphony Orchestra, Inc. 

Hot Springs School teachers:   

    Becky Counts, Sue DeLeon, Becky Davis, 

    Stephanie Ray and Casey Wylie 
 

http://www.grandcanyon.org/
http://www.faculty.weber.edu/
http://www.blog.wfmu.org/freeform/2005/12/work_song_from.html

